
 

  Activities 

10\8\17:Independence Day  was 

celebrated with great zeal and 
enthusiasm. The students captivated 
the audience by a mesmerising dance 
performance in which they exhibited 
unity in diversity. Students performed 
a skit on ‘Swachh Bharat’ in which 
they emphasized upon the importance 
of cleanliness all around. School 
Principal, Mrs. Anupma Singh 
appreciated the efforts of students and 
shared her thoughts about the need to 
maintain basic hygiene and the 
importance of sanitation. 

 

 
 
 

Workshops 

3\8\17: The Reading Challenge 
Workshop was organised in school by 
British Council Library for the 
subscribers of Reading Challenge 
Program 2017. The Resource persons 
Ms. Reeba and Ms. Shalu from British 
Council emphasized on reading, 
listening, writing and speaking skills 
of children.  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

11\8\17: On the occasion of 
Independence Day ‘Paper Craft’ 
workshop was organised in school for 
classes IV & V by Times NIE. Children 
made beautiful paper crafted tri colour 
flowers which were used to create 
beautiful displays.  
 

 

19\8\17: A Comprehensive teacher 
training program on Learning to 
Code for Building 21st Century 
Skills by Next Books was organized at 
Birla Niketan School, Saket. It was 
attended by Ms. Suruchi & Ms. 
Shweta.  

August Highlights 
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Competitions 

8\8\17: Students of classes IV & V 

participated enthusiastically in an Inter 

School Music Competition Itihaas 

Anveshan 2017 held at The Srijan 

School, Model Town-III. It is organised 

each year by Itihaas, an educational trust 

working in the field of heritage education. 
 

 

 

 

 

18\8\17: Students of classes IV & V 

won  third prize in ‘Inter School Group 

Folk Dance Competition’ at Queen Mary’s 

School Tis Hazari, Delhi – 54. Students 

were appreciated for the beautiful 

presentation and it was a great experience 

for all.   
 

 

 
 

 

 

23\8\17: Students of classes IV & V 

participated in the Preliminary round of 

CBSE ‘Wild Wisdom Quiz 2017’ held 

in the school. It was a wonderful 

opportunity for students to enhance their 

knowledge about wild life. It sensitized 

them towards India’s rich biodiversity and 

natural heritage. 

 

31\9\17: Aditi Ailawadi, IV-A and 

Devanshi, IV-E qualified    for    the   city   

level  round   of  ‘Wild Wisdom Quiz 

2017’ held at Siri Fort Auditorium. It was 

an opportunity for students to delve into 

India’s amazing wildlife, gain knowledge 

and take pride in its natural diversity. 

This initiative aims to instill a sense of 

concern for the natural world and it 

conservation. 

  


